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5.1 Conclusion

The researcher used Gulla’s theory for analyzing the values. Gulla (2010)

categorized values in 5 different types which are personal value,  family value,

social value, spiritual value, and moral value. After analyzing all of the data in

chapter IV, it was found that values depicted in the movie were 5 personal values,

3 family values, 4 social values, 5 spiritual values, and 8 moral values. It can be

concluded that moral values had the highest total of all with family values with

the lowest total. However, all of values that were brought by Gulla (2010) were

depicted in the movie “Unbroken”.

First part of findings was about personal value. It was divided into little

parts again in each data. In conclusion, when Louie was still a child, he did not

reflect strong personal values because of his experiences with his friends from

being bullied and little support from his parents.  Personal values were formed

based on two important aspects; external growth and inner development whereas

external growth merely focused on wealth and materials and inner development

brought a person to seek positive personal traits like honesty, integrity, tolerance,

sacrifice,  gratitude,  and  truthfulness  which  both  aspects  were  influenced  by

society, spiritual essence, and others (Gulla, 2010). As he grew older, he showed
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stronger  personal  values  as  his  response  to  issues  in  life  were  more  mature,

showed calmness, and always gave positive atmosphere to others.

Second part of findings was about family value. It was divided into little

subtitles again in each data. Interestingly, family values that were depicted in the

movie  were  all  from Louie’s sibling,  Pete,  and  all  of  the  parts  were  namely

supportive sibling.  In conclusion,  Pete was being so supportive and motivated

Louie when he felt so low and useless. Gulla (2010) noticed that sibling is one of

the ways to shape a member in the family to develop and form us into someone

we will become. Pete had successfully changed Louie from a pessimistic person

into a braver person and most importantly, Louie believed in himself because Pete

believed him. Pete showed an endless supports and motivations for his brother.

Third part of findings was about social value.  It was divided into little

parts again in each data. From the four data of social value, it can be concluded

that  Louie’s personal  values  were  changed because of  his  society also.  Social

values of Torrence town were not good enough because there was still bullying,

the neighbors were not welcome with everyone especially Louie, and the boys

saw Italian or other countries as not part of them; there was no feeling of unity.

Fourth part of findings was about spiritual value. It was divided into little

parts  again  in  each data.  It  can  be concluded that  Louie’s spiritual  value  had

grown significantly as problems met him every day. Although Louie came into his

realization  too  late  that  he  needed  God  in  his  life,  he  never  complained  and

blamed God for making him through the hardships. In the last data of spiritual
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value, data 17, showed that Louie finally surrender his life to God if God saved

him from the heavy rainstorm. God makes things impossible to possible in his

miraculous ways. 

Last part of findings was about moral value which was the highest total of

values in “Unbroken” movie. In conclusion, if a person have high moral values,

all kinds of problems will not make them afraid. The response when having a

problem is a way to know if a person has a high moral values or not. Louie’s

response when he was offered prosperity and comfort  by broadcasting a false

script about America.

5.2 Suggestions

There are some suggestions that might help those who are interested in

analyzing values from movies or other discourses for future studies as to make

future works a lot better using Gulla’s theory of creating values in life or with

another related books.

Firstly, this  study only focused on the dialogue or to  be specific  some

phrases in a dialogue of the movie which reflected the use of values based on

Gulla’s theory, omitting other important elements like gestures, expressions, songs

or  audio,  costumes,  and  other  important  elements  in  a  movie.  The  researcher

realized that it is insufficient for relying only on the dialogue; it is suggested to

use  other  elements  in  future  studies  using  a  very  good,  comprehensive,  and

relatable book of Gulla about values. Surely, there were a lot of other values in

different contexts if it is searched using other elements.
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Secondly,  the  writer  realized  that  the  language  ideology was  far  from

perfect.  Future  researchers  can  consult  their  work  with  related  person who is

professional in dealing with values so that future works will be more sophisticated

and more valid in results.

Finally, the writer wanted to suggest that those who are also interested in

literary  analysis  can  use  other  literary  works  such  as  novel,  songs,  etc.

“Unbroken” movie was created based on a best seller novel. It would be much

more interesting and deeper in analysis if future researchers use novels as the data

source.
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